**FRIDAY, MAY 13, 2016**

**10.00 – 12.30 PANEL I: PROVINCIALIZING THE POSTCOLONIAL**

**CHAIR:** ELENA FRATTO (Princeton University)

**ROSSEN DJAGALOV** (New York University)

**HARSHA RAM** (Columbia University)

**DISCUSSANT:** ARVIND RAJAGOPAL (New York University)

**14.00 – 16.30 PANEL II: WHEN THE SUBALTERN SPEAK**

**CHAIR:** ELENA FRATTO (Princeton University)

**ROSSEN DJAGALOV** (New York University)

**EMILY LASKIN** (Tufts University)

**IVAN SABLIN** & **LILIA BOLIACHEVETS** (Higher School of Economics, St. Petersburg)

**DISCUSSANT:** NATALIYA TCHERMALYKH (George Mason University)

**10.00 – 12.30 PANEL III: POST-IMPERIAL CLAIMS**

**CHAIR:** MARGARET H. BEINGSINGER (Princeton University)

**SAYUN GOJARIKSELO** (Regis University)

**ALBERT DOJA** (University of Leiden)

**DISCUSSANT:** BOWIE BAUKES (University of Manchester)

**10.00 – 12.30 PANEL III: POST-IMPERIAL CLAIMS**

**10.00 – 12.30 PANEL IV: DEVELOPMENT AND ITS AFTERMATH**

**CHAIR:** KATHERINE M.H. REISCHL (Princeton University)

**MAŁYKA BOHADWINDOVA** (Indiana University)

**ARTHEM M. KALINOWSKI** (University of Amsterdam)

**NARI SHELEKPAYEV** (Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton)

**DISCUSSANT:** JOHANNA BOCKMAN (La Trobe University)

**14.00 – 15.45 PANEL IV: DEVELOPMENT AND ITS AFTERMATH**

**14.00 – 15.45 PANEL VI: BORDERS IN FLUX**

**CHAIR:** MICHAEL KUNICHIKA (Princeton University)

**NARIMAN SKAKOV** (Stanford University)

**DISCUSSANT:** RONALD GRIGOR SUNY (Princeton University)

**16.00 – 18.30 PANEL V: BORDERS IN FLUX**

**CHAIR:** MICHAEL KUNICHIKA (Princeton University)

**ZSGUSA GILLE** (University of Akas in Visegrád)

**KEVIN M. F. PLATT** (University of Pennsylvania)

**NIKOLAJ TARHALLY** (Boğaziçi University)

**DISCUSSANT:** EDYTA ROJANOWSKA (Bogac University)

**17.00 – 19.00 KEYNOTE ADDRESS**

**DAVID CHIONI MOORE** (Macalester College)

*East, West, and South: Complex Asymmetries in Postcolonial Theory*

**TARIK CYRIL AMAR** (Columbia University)

*In search of ‘Postcolonial’ Poland*

**MARIA SONEVTSKY** (UC Berkeley)

*Education/Colonialism in Indian and Jewish Eastern Europe*

**SUNAY GÖKARIKLİ** (University of Birmingham)

*Postcoloniality in Turkey: Cosmopolitanism and Nationalism in Contemporary Turkey*

**MARGARET H. BEISSINGER** (Princeton University)

*Postcolonial Russia: The Figure of the Native and the Obstruction of Popular Subjectivity*

**DIANA T.KUDAIBERGENOVA** (University of Cambridge)

*Unidentified Diffusion: The Use and Abuse of Postcolonial Theory*

**ERDINÇ BOYANIN** (Stanford University)

*Civilization Lost: Visual and Sound Narratives of Communism in Ruins*

**SAYGUN GÖKARIKLİ** (University of Pennsylvania)

*Internationalism and (Post)Colonialism: Central Asia*

**LOS ALAMOS, USA**

*The Obstruction of Popular Subjectivity*

**EMILY LASKIN** (Tufts University)

*A Metaphor, a Map and a Flag: Art as a (Public) Space*

**NIKOLAY MACHARIEV** (University of Sofia)

*Post-imperial Truth Claims and Postcolonial Knowledge*

**ROSEANNE PATTEE** (Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton)

*Premature Postcolonialists: the Afro-Asian Writers’ Case for and against Anna Politkovskaya and Arundhati Roy*

**ALBERT DOJA** (University of Leiden)

*Lustration in “Postcolonial” Poland*

**ALEJANDRO G. NAZI** (University of Notre Dame)

*Radical Practices: Political Smuggling and the Soviet Development Paradigm*

**OLGA MILOŠNIć** (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)

*Misadventures of Transitional Justice: Rightwing Nation and Memory in the “Shanghai 2014” Project*

**SERGUEI OUSHAKINE, Chair**

**THE PROGRAM COMMITTEE:**

Sergey Oushakine, Chair (Princeton), Tarik Cyril Amar (Columbia), Edyta Rojanska (Bogac), Michael Kunichika (Princeton), Margaret Beissinger (Princeton)

*This conference is a part of Princeton Conjunction, a series of annual conferences that has been taking place at Princeton University in the last five years. The series is organized by the Program in Modern, East European, and Eurasian Studies and made possible by the generous funding from Princeton’s institutions.*